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Abstract—Encoders and resolvers are the
commonly used sensors to measure the shaft position
in motion control applications. Requirements of
precise manufacturing and special electromagnetic
or optic structures make those sensors expensive.
Reduction of cost without degradation of
performance is a challenging problem in sensor
design. It demands novel and innovative designs to be
explored. This paper presents the synthesis of a novel
linear-rotary electromagnetic induction sensor using
printed circuit coils. The operating principle of the
new sensor adapts that of a resolver but the new
sensor outputs have a piece-wise linear relationship
with the shaft position. In this work, systematic
design procedures are described and the prototypes
are fabricated. Evaluation of the prototypes shows
that the new sensor achieves the accuracy
comparable to the accuracy of industrial resolvers.
Index Terms— electromagnetic induction, rotor
position, linear rotary sensor, resolver.

I. INTRODUCTION
In motion control applications, the accurate
position feedback is crucial. For the rotary motion
systems, encoders and resolvers are commonly
used as shaft position sensors. When considering
the operations in hash environments, resolvers are
preferred for their ruggedness due to the fact that
they are essentially electrical machines built for
shaft position sensing [1]. The working principle
of a resolver is based on electromagnetic induction
which is the same as that of a rotary transformer.
The resolver input is a high frequency excitation
voltage which works as a carrier signal, and the
outputs are two quadrature shaft position
modulated signals.
Resolvers are generally constructed with wire
wound windings and slotted laminated core. This
makes them difficult to realize a low profile
structure and induces high cost in manufacturing.
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In addition, the demodulated outputs of resolvers
are the sinusoids, which implies that they are
nonlinear and the retrieving the position angle is
not straightforward.
As a new development, this paper explores a
synthesis of a novel linear-rotary electromagnetic
induction sensor using printed circuit coils. The
new sensor has an axial field orientation and it is a
slot-less type. The development aims to simplify
the resolver structure and thus to lower the
manufacturing cost without degrading the
accuracy.
II. DELVEOPMENT OF A NOVEL LINEARROTARY SENSOR
The structure of the new sensor resembles a pot
core rotary transformer as shown in Fig. 1. It is a
slot-less structure with both excitation and sensing
windings sharing the same yoke. The shaft would
be attached to the rotor side. The design concept is
based on linear mutual coupling in sensing
transformer due to the uniform spacing of printed
circuit tracks when the rotor is in motion. In order
to avoid the null point error from some flux
linkages between excitation winding and sensing
winding in stator, three phase windings are
employed in sensing secondary side.
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Fig. 1. Structure of the new sensor

Thus, in the proposed sensor, the windings are
formed by two PCBs: rotor PCB which comprises
two layers of excitation secondary winding and
four layers of sensing primary winding, and stator
PCB which comprises two layers of excitation
primary winding and six layers of sensing
secondary winding.

The second step in design deals with the
sensing transformer. The design objective here is
to achieve the three mutual couplings each is 120°
apart to one another and they should have
piecewise linear variation in mutual inductance
with respect to shaft position. Since the sensing
transformer windings are not axisymmetric, 3D
field simulation is required to investigate the
mutual inductance variation. FastHenry (MIT) [2],
an integral solver based on partial equivalent
circuit method (PEEC), is used to obtain the
inductance profiles of the sensing transformer.
This solver solves only the conductor regions and
saves computing time greatly in design evaluation.

transformer yields the piecewise linear outputs,
which are in red color, after demodulation as
shown in Fig. 3. Taking advantage of these linear
segments, an algorithm requiring little computing
resource is developed to extract the shaft position.
The linear segments are identified every 30° by
choosing the three phase outputs in sequence by
comparing the amplitudes and absolute amplitudes
of three signals. Using the linear least square
method, the intercepts and slopes of each segment
are determined in calibration stage. The position
angles can then be retrieved easily in real time by
identifying the segment and using the look-up
table which stores the intercepts and slopes.
The accuracy of the new sensor can be
determined by evaluating the absolute errors which
is shown in Fig. 4 , which is the difference
between the rotated stage angle and the measured
angle. The results show that the new sensor can
achieve the accuracy which is comparable to the
industrial resolvers but with much simpler
structure.
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Demodulated sensor outputs (V)

The synthesis of the new sensor generally
involves two steps. Firstly, the parameters for
excitation transformer are derived based on
available core size, operating voltage and
frequency, and standards of the printed circuit
boards. The space needed for the sensing
transformer is also considered in this step. The
design objective is to achieve high flux coupling,
and position independent constant mutual
induction between primary and secondary
windings. Design evaluation is performed by using
the commercial finite element package, ANSYS
Maxwell V15.0. Due to the axisymmetric nature of
the windings, the analysis is carried out in 2D x-z
plane. The core material for the sensor is of the
soft magnetic composite material, Somaloy 700
3P.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND
DISCUSSION
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Fig. 3. Demodulated sensor outputs
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Fig. 2. Experimental setup for testing the sensor

In order to evaluate the performance of the new
sensor, prototypes are fabricated and the
experiments are carried out. Fig 2 shows the
experiment al setup where the sensor is attached to
the precision rotation stage PI M037DG, the
excitation of the sensor is supplied by NI PXI-506,
and the sensor outputs are simultaneously sampled
by NI PXI-6133. The sensor is rotated for one
revolution with one degree stepping with the aid of
PI controller. The mutual coupling of the sensing
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Fig. 4. Absolute position errors of the new sensor with
excitation voltage: 5V, 10kHz
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